
LECTUREC
NOTATION:Given a handle decomposition of (W.O.W.QW3 Cet WE_OWr

ofhandlek Three is clearly an icomoplum for all is, so we just need to cheese that differential agree,
Then WF is a cobordium from SW."- NOW to QWE i.e. fixe ( MCH.") =0N(fiCHel)

11 Il

det.-Movie chain complex - &I(A.NB"""L. f1., (H."I 8. lc")
=
A"

1Ij=UK-1 Lat

Given a handle decomposition [2So of a colordium (W.OW. 0.W) we define <K
& = deg/.5"* XM Sotc ic=s"c.

& Ij=VK..

a chain complex(coMM) over I as follows: Indeed, the degree of a map can be commented as the run of local degrees at points of a premage set:
01KEn let

1for CM =

=1 GH ". . . .

.b the tree asp on via generature deg(gnot, Aih =2 condegofquotidiata =[ locdg of proAlrazsi
K-1 at5""6figh-k ⑤"A

and 84: CM-C" by C.CH):=EICANB". As -toA?")
"

(o)

P = A."1a) =B""(8# ac 5""A"(acquot"(07
where A:"OW- K-1

is cft. sphere of the
1=j<UK-

=> at5""beight OLOXIPMIH) A"1a) = B"" (8) where pr: UBjCWEK >By bundle projection D.

B""ign." QWkK is felt sphere of his" (Note:1H-K= D-= dimGWIk).
-

ICAN B"" === so-X is the interection number,where; Let W the universal cover ofW. OW = p" (OW the induced cover of OW
PEANB

Then W = X CN complex and we have analagonily X. *** andup:= ITT if dACt's"addB'Y"CTSMs TCoWp at p=ALal=Bld
CYN(X, X2 = C(X.X*; [C]

-
ves.

otherwise.

is the abilian group generated lay all litte gies ofcollec" of CX.XM to X.

Example. * AnB=1=0 If admits an action of I=H.x (by deartransformational, which makes it into
....."to

a

Bene."
I (ATRB) =1

the tree ITT - model generated by some fixed lifte " 15.

Note:We faced an intentation on 1" for all 1.0, so also on D" and ""= OD" Thm - Equivariant Murre chain complex -
and three on the core, aft, and felt spheres of the k-handle h" = D"xD"-" The XC]-chain complex (CO) defined by:C.:= IGgH":get, 121

<3
Note:For ve C we can write 5(v=FMF.U for Viexri..-marries [M== COM (H "Deciana OrgH =

=I EIgA ngB""IgH
computes HxCl.0;2= HW, 0oW;YC). gCN, 14jEUK.1

Thm. This defines a chain complex whose homology is He (CM) =HxLW.NoW:R.
V

10)
proof. Analogously to the preceding proof, define in: CCW.O.W)- (."(X,0.x)

proof. Recall that for a C-complexe X with K-nkeleton X*= X. HALX.X cance gt"is goes -

computed as homology of CCCNOCW) defined by CM:=H.)X. X***I= free ateliancn i-cells

and 80W H.CX"*****H..(X**** H..)X**XIA. Now recall:
We saw that collapsing handles to cover is a deformation retraction ofWon a CN complexX. key

Thm [Smale 15] - L-cobordiumTheorem -
Yet i CMSW.O.W- C,W)X,X11) send A" to the cell C== the core of his Any simply connected h-lordium (W.CoW, OW) with dimW >,6 is trivial.



Step1:

key
Thm [Smale 151] - e-cobordiumTheorem - - HandleTrading Lemna-
If (W. OW, 0W) is an colordium with dimW >,6, Assume (WOW, 0,W) is an h-cobordium with dimN=n >, 5 and a handle

and trivial Whitehead foreion WELW.O.WI-WaLW) decomposition with no handles of indess=R- for some 1K=N-2
then it is smoothly trivial, Then the decomposition can be modified so that precisely one handle is removed

i.e. there is a differmaplim (W. CW. OWL = (OWx10.17. SoWx103.0.Wx93), and precisely one (K-2)-handle in added

match of proof. Click a handle decomposition of(W.O.W.0.W). proof ofNormalForm Lenue.
Thanks to Remove or and n-handles Venue, we can assume NO o- and n-handles. We first prove we can remove all handles of indess =e.c. Indeed, we first trade

1- for 3-handles, then 2- for a-handles, etc. (1-1) - for Cet1-handles.

Step1. - Normal Form Lemnna- Thus, we have WE QWx so.ve-handles (E1l-handles ... (n-1-handles.
- relor

for every hecolordium of dimension 126 and any 2=7=n-s Now, we can turn this handle decomposition upside down and repeat the procedure:
there is a handle decomposition of the form CWx10.7.ehw he. in effect, we will be trading In--for (N-3)-handles..... (et2) - fore-handles.

Time, we are left with only e- and setll-handles, as derived. DS

using:
Handletrading Lemma

proof of HandleTrading Lemma.
Step2. Cancel Lee. ye"a mng: Let h"be the handle we wish to remove.

The ideas to use the reverse of the Cancellation Jemma to add a cancelling
10 HxCEOTW;# is computed by the Morse chain complexe pair of * No that hecancel our h" and leaves behind.
- &

a HxCWOW,z =0 Gince CW= W is a homotopy equivalence In other words we will have:

a WESW.0.W=0
& Handle Slides W="W="MD" lg GD" does nothing Zenna

as we can put handles into algebraically cancelling position.
= (W="

other k-handle will us(eltitatit lg reverse of the Cancellation Zenua

= (W" - other inhandlev (tive")Wethat
in

by Reordering ZennoCrK OCK+1

20 the Whitney trick was improves algebraically cancelling into (W"r other k-handlewe by the Cancellation Zenna.
CK42

IKI dimWs 6
geometrically cancelling. 5.

FforA:=ealgio= GW we have:1: A gresovart" gem. Once (for Caustoapply
crucial

20 As unknotted (for newof Canc2 to apply)
Let us construct such an A. We need to dietinguish the casek-e from 122.

TRecall:1 = Ad Celtsphere of h"= <pt3
20 <- A isotopic to the unnot. I--


